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a- Approximate (A-DFT) Density Functional Theory is one 
out of a growmg number of theoretical models by which one can 
study the dynamics and energetics of organometallic molecules. 
A-DFT calculations on a number of M-H.M-CH3 and M-CO bond 
dissociation energies are shown to be in good agreement with experi- 
ment. and geometries optimized by the same method are seen to compa- 
re favourably with observations. It is finally shown how the method can 
trace the reaction profiles of elementary reaction steps in organometallic 

processes. 

INTRODUCTION 

A chemical process catalyzed homogeneously by transition metal complexes consists usually of 
several elementary steps connecthg viuious intermediates. some of the most frequently encountered steps are: 
Lewis base (or acid) ligand association/dissociation; reductive elimination /oxidative addition; 
insertion/extrusion; oxidative coupling/reductive decoupling as well as nucleophilic (or electrophilic) addition 
to unsaturated ligands. It is, however, not easy to determine the electronic structure and geometry of reaction 
intermediates (some of which must be rather short lived) or the precise mechanism for each elementary step in 
the catalytic cycle, including the transition state geomeby. We shall here illustrate how theoretical calculations 
based on Density Functional Theory (Ref. l a )  successfully can supplement experimental work on catalytic 
processes. Our investigation will be concerned with the structure and relative stability of intermediates 
involved in elementary processes along with the geometry of the possible associated transition states. 
Calculations will further be presented on metal-ligand bond energies. The dearth of reliable experimental data 
on bond dissociation energies is felt throughout the field of organometallic chemistry. Accurate theoretical 
studies should afford a much needed supplement to the sparse available experimental data on metal-ligand 
bond energies, necessary for a rational approach to the synthesis of new transition metal complexes. 

Our calculations are based on Density Functional Theory (DFT) (Ref. l a )  which over the past 10 
years has emerged (Ref. lb) as a tangible and versatile computational method in molecular science. The best 
known, and certainly the most simple DFT-based method is the Hartree-Fock-Slater (HFS) or Xa scheme. 
Recently, Density Functional investigations of molecular bond energies have gained novel impetus due to the 
introduction by Becke (Ref. Ic) of a gradient correction to the Hartree-Fock-Slater local exchange expression 
(Ref . 1 a), 

where pr is a spin density and PB and y~ are parameters. In conjunction with appropriate approximations for 
antiparahel spin correlations, the expression of Eq.(l) provides near uantitative estimates (Ref. l c )  of bond 

as LSD/NL 
energies in main-group compounds and transition metal complexes . % e method by Becke will be refered to 

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS 

In the present set of calculations we have used the functional proposed by Becke (Ref. l ) ,  which adopts 
a non-local correction to the HFS exchange, and treats correlation between electrons of different spins at the 
local density functional level. All calculations presented here were based on the LCAO-HFS program system 
due to Baerends et aZ. (Ref. 2) or its relativistic extension due to Snijders el aZ.(Ref. 3). with minor 
modifications to allow for Becke's non-local exchange coxrection as well as the correlation between electrons 
of different spins in the formulation by Stoll et al. (Ref. 4 )  based on Vosko's parametrization (Ref. 5) from 
homogeneous electron gas data. Bond energies were evaluated by the Generalized Transition State method 
(Ref. 6), or its relativistic extensions (Ref. 7). 
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A double I;-STO basis (Ref. 8) was employed for the ns and np shells of the main group elements 
augmented with a single 3d STO function, except for Hydrogen where a 2p STO was used as olarization. 
The ns, np, nd, (n + 1)s and (n + l)p shells of the transition metals were represented by a triple (ST0 basis 
(Ref, 8). Electrons in shells of lower energy were considered as core and treated according to the procedure 
due to Baerends et al. (Ref, 2). The total molecular electron density was fitted in each SCF-iteration by an 
auxiliary basis (Ref. 9 )  of s, p, d, f and g STOs, centred on the ddferent atoms, in order to represent the 
Coulomb and exchange potentials accurately. 

BOND DISSOCIATION ENERGIES 

The breaking or formation of metal-hydrogen and metal-alkyl bonds is an integral part of most 
elementary reaction steps in organometallic chemistry. As a consequence, considerable efforts have been 
directed toward the determination of M-H and M-akyl bond strength (Ref. 10) as a prerequisite for a full 
characterization of the reaction enthalpies of elementary steps in organometallic chemistry. A theoretical 
model of practical use in a quantitative study on reactivity must be able to represent such bond energies 
accurately and we compare in Table 1 theoretical (Refs. 14,11,12) M-H and M-CH3 bond dissociation 
energies with the available experimental data (Ref. 10). 

Table 1 Calculated and experimental values for the bond magies D(M-R) (R = H, CH3) (kJ marl). 

M-H LSD/NLb Exp.. M-CHq LSD/NLb  EX^.^ 
C I ~ T ~ - H  318.0 -335. C13Th-CH3 333.9 -335. 
C13U-H 293.3 319.7 C13U-CH3 302.1 302.9 
C13Ti-H 250.7 - C13Ti-CH3 267.5 - 
Cl3a-H 297.2 - C13a-cH3 309.5 - 
CI~W-H 313.5 - C13Hf-CH3 326.6 - 

H-Tc(CO)~ 252 - CH~-TC(CO)~ 178 - 
H-Re(CO)s 282 - CH3-Re(CO)S 200 - 
H-Co(C0)d 230 23SC CH3-co(co)4 160 - 
H-Rh(CO)4 255 - CH3-Rh(co)4 190 - 
H-Ir(CO)4 286 - CH3-k(co)4 212 - 

H-Mn(CO)5 225 213 CH3-Mn(co)5 153 153 

a Experimental bond energies from Ref. 10 !Theoretical calculations from Ref 11-12. 

The sparse experimental data indicate that the strengths of M-H and M-Alkyl bonds are comparable 
for early transition metals and f-block elements. By contrast, data for alkyl and hydride complexes of middle 
to late transition metals indicate that the M-H bond is stronger than the M-Alkyl bond by some 40-80 kJ mol-1. 
We find in general a good agreement between the experimental bond energies and the theoretical values 
presented in Table 1. Also, the stability order D(M-L) > D(M-CH3) for middle and late transition metal 
complexes is consistent with data on organometallic reactions in which M-L and M-CH3 bonds are formed or 
broken. Thus, CO will readily insert into a M-CH3 bond whereas the corresponding insertions into M-H bonds 
are virtually unknown (Ref. 13), and methyl has likewise a larger migratory aptitude toward most other 
ligands than hydride. The H2 molecule is known to add oxidatively and exothermically to several metal 
fragments where the corresponding oxidative additions of the H-Alkyl and Alkyl-Alkyl bonds are unknown 
and probably endothermic as a consequence of the weak M-R bond. 

The reduced strength of the M-CH3 bonds in middle and late transition metals can be readily explained 
(Ref. Ilb) in terms of destabilizing three- and four-electron two-orbital interactions which occur between the 
fully occupied methyl orbitals and the fully or singly occupied d-orbitals of matching symmetries present on 
the metal centres. By contrast, in early transition metal and actinide complexes, the metal orbitals of R- 
symmetry are vacant and are involved in stabilizing interactions with some of the occupied methyl orbitals. 
The comparable strengths of the M-H bonds in complexes of early as well as late transition metals within the 
same series is perhaps not too surprising, since H is a simple one-orbital ligand without additional occupied 
orbitals involved in fourelectron two-orbital interactions . Finally, the increase in strength of both the M-H 
and M-CH3 bonds down a triad, see Table 1, is primarily related to an increase in the metal-ligand overlap. 
Such an increase in overlap occurs as the metal d-orbitals become more diffuse down the triad. 

The extensive use of coordinatively saturated mono-nuclear carbonyls as starting materials in 
organometallic chemistry, along with their volatility and high molecular symmetry. has prompted numerous 
experimental and theoretical studies on their structure and reactivity. Special attention has been given to the 
degree of o-donation and z-back-donation in the synergic M-CO bond. However, in spite of many 
experimental investigations, there is still a lack of basic data on the thermal stability and kinetic lability of the 
M-CO bond in essential metal carbonyls such as M(C0)6 (M = Cr, Mo, W), M(CO)5 (M = Fe, Ru, 0s) and 
M(CO)4 (M = Ni, Pd, Pt), particularly with respect to the carbonyls of the second- and third-row metals. We 
compare in Table 2 theoretical (Ref. 14) and experimental (Ref. 10) values for the first CO dissociation enery 
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in a number of metal carbonyls. The first bond dissociation energy is an important kinetic parameter, since the 
dissociation process is assumed to be a key step in the large volume of kinetically useful substitution 
reactions. CO dissociation is also required to generate catalytically active and coordinatively unsaturated 
species. The calculated values given in Table 2 are seen to be in reasonable agreement with experiment . 

Table 2 Comparison between calculated and expaimcntal values for the fmt CO 
dissociation energy AH, values in kJ mol-l. 
geometry relaxation of tht fragmeats M(CO)n.l. 

Calculated vducs do not include 

Mo(CQ6 119 126" Ru(CO)jb 92 1 17c 
W(C0)6 142 166" Ni(C0)r) 106 104f 
a Experimental values lium Ref. 10. Calculated values fran Ref. 14 

A more extensive compilation of bond energies calculated by the LSD/NL. method has been given elsewhere 
(Refs. 11-14). 

MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 

A theoretical method by which one should be able to study reaction mechanism must also be capable. 
of determining molecular structures. It has in recent years been possible to determine molecular structures by 
theoretical methods with increasing accuracy. Of particular importance in this development has been the 
implementation (Ref. 15)s of automated procedures based on analytical expressions (Ref. 16) for the energy 
gradient. It is now routine to carry out geometry optimizations of organic molecules based on HF or 
correlated ab initio methods with an accuracy of f.02 A ,or better, for bond distances. The application of 
ab initio methods ,in particular on the HF-level, has been less successful in the area of transition metal 
chemistry (Ref. 17). This is illustrated by Table 3 where metal-carbon distances calculated by the HF-method 
with large basis sets are displayed for three representative organometallic molecules. The metal-carbon bond 
distances calculated by the HF-method are seen to be too long by up to .2 A. The method gives in addition, in 
the case of Fe(CO)5 ,a large difference of .2 A between axial and equatorial bonds, which is not observed 
experimentally. The inability of the HF-method to su ply reliable structural data for transition metal 

Ltithi (Ref. 17) et al. The deficiency of the HF-method can be removed by configuration interaction methods. 
However, such methods are costly and less amenable to automated geometry optimization procedures based 
on analytical expressions 

complexes can, as in the case of bond energies, be traced E ack to the near degeneracy error as discussed by 

Table 3. A Comparison of Bond Distances (A) from HF and HFS calculations with 
Experiment 

M-L HF HFS Exp. 

FdCO)5 FeC, 2.047a 1.7746 1.807 
Fe-C- 1.874a 1.79gd 1.827 

HCo(C0)4 CO-Cq 2.02c 1.753f 1.764 
CO-Cax 1.96c 1.779€ 1.818 

Fe(CgH5h Fe-C 1.88b 1 . W  1.65 

The geometrical parameters calculated (Ref. 18) by the simple DFT-based HFS-scheme are on the other hand 
seen to be in resonable agreement with experiment although the calculated bonddistances tend to be on the 
low side, Table 3. Automated procedures based on analytical expressions for the energy gradient have 
recently been implemented (Ref. 19) within the DFT-framework. The optimized structures are in general (Ref. 
19) in excellent agreement with experiment. The energy gradient techniques have further been extended to the 
calculation of vibrational frequencies (Ref. 20 ) and transition state structures (Ref. 21). 

ELEMENTARY REACTION STEPS 

We have in the previous sections documented that DFT-based methods are able to provide information 
on bond energies and molecular geometries of reasonable accuracy. We shall in the ensuing sections 
illustrate how the same methods can be used to trace energy profiles for elementary reaction steps in 
organometallic . 
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Insertion of ethylene into the cobalt-hydrogen bond 

Experimental fiidings suggest that the migration of a hydride to a coordinated olefii group is very 
facile. In fact, the hydride-olefin insertion reaction has, with a few exceptions, rarely been directly observed. 
As a consequence, metal complexes containing both hydride and olefin are scarce and it has only in a few 
cases been possible to study the insertion process by experimental techniques (Ref. 22). We have studied the 
insertion process (Ref. 23), l a  + lb, which is one of the key steps in the hydrofonnylation process. 

Reactlon Coordlnate 

a) Reaction l a  + Ib. The energy zero point refers to structure 1 b 

Figure 1. Energy profile of the hydride migration reaction l a  + l b  . 

The energy profile for the reaction is given in Figure 1. We find the reaction to have a very small 
activation banier ,AE# ,of only 6 kT/mol and a modest reaction enthalpy of -8 kJ/mol. The product of the 
reaction is an ethyl-complex, l b  , with a pronounced agostic interaction between the metal center and 
hydrogen. The ethyl-complex, lb, has a short metal-hydrogen distance of 1.62A . This distance is only 0.12 A 
longer than the Co-H bond distance in the parent complex la. The bond length of the agostic hydrogen with 
the co esponding carbon atom of the ethyl ligand is, on the other and, substantially elongated with R(H-C) = 

is 1.45 A, which is somewhat longer than the corresponding value in the parent structure l a  (1.37 A), but it is 
still substantially shorter than the C-C bond length of an undistorted ethyl group (1.53 A). Also the bond angle 
Co-Cet-CCt is with 740 considerably smaller than the expected value of about 1090 for a normal ethyl ligand. 
The optimized molecular parameters of structure l b  clearly indicate that the Ir-bond character of the initial 
eth lene ligand has been retained to a large extent. This is also underlined by the small calculated energy 
d i f k n c e  of 8 kJ/mol between the parent structure l a  and complex lb. The modest activation barrier found 
in this study stems from the fact that the hydrogen atom is close to cobalt throughout the migration reaction. 

Migratory insertion of alkyl into the Co-CO bond 

bond. We have modeled (Ref. 18c) the migratory mertion process 

1.21 f i n  comparison to a nonnal ethyl C-H bond length of 1.11 1 , The C-C bond distance in the ethyl group 

An other important elementary reaction step is the migratory insertion of alkyls into the metalcarbonyl 

RCo(C0)4 + RC(O)Co(C0)3 (2) 9 

which is an other important step in the hydroformylation cycle. The process in Eq. 2 could in principle 
proceed by an insertion of a CO into the Co-CH3 bond of 2, producing the coordinatively unsaturated 
complex, 3, with the acyl group in an axial position. Alternatively, the methyl group might migrate to a cis- 
carbonyl thus affording the complex 4 with the acyl group in an equatorial position. 
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2 3 4 
We fiid, perhaps not surprisingly, that the energy P f i e  for the CO insertion, 2 3, into the Co-CH3 bond, 
Figure 2a,  has a prohibitively htgh activation bamer of 200 kJ/mol. The CO insertion can as a consequence 
not be a viable mechanism for the process in Eq. 2. 

The migration of CH3 to the cis-CO ligand,2 + 4 , was calculated. Figure 2b, to have an 
endothermicity, AH, of 71 kJ/mol and avery modest activation barrier, AE#, of only 9 16 mol-1. Thus the CH3 
migration ,2 + 4 , seems to be favored as the mechanism for the process in Eq.2. The calculated reaction 
enthalpy and activation barrier for 2 + 4 compare well with an earlier study (Ref. 13) on the CH3 to CO 
migration in CHNn(CO)s, where we found AH to be 75 kJ/mol and AE# 11 kJ/mol. Our findings are also in 
agreement with a recent kinetic study by Roe (Ref. 24). who found the rate constant of the methyl back 
migration of CH3C(O)Co(COh to be considerably larger than the rate constant for the corresponding forward 
reaction. The structures in Figure 2b illustrate nicely how the methyl group can slide almost parallel along the 
cis C-Co bond onto the cis carbonyl carbon, while the remaining Co(CO)3 framework stays almost unchanged. 
The 9 kJ/mol calculated for AE# in the present study is an upper bound to the actual value, and we can thus 
conclude that the methyl migration, 2 -+ 4 ,  should proceed with a rather modest activation barrier. 
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Flgure 2. (a) Energy profile for the insertion of CO into the Co-CH3 bond, 2 -+ 3. (b) The energy profile for 
the migration of CH3 to CO, 2 + 4. The zero point refer to 2 in both plots 

Other studies on elementary reaction steps 

Other studies on elementary reaction steps include oxidative addition (Ref. 25 ) of H2 to Co(CO)4 as 
well as the oxidative addition (Ref. 26) of H2 and CH4 to CpML (L=CO,PH3;M=Rh,Ir). Polymerization of 
organosilanes (Ref. 27 ) and halogen abstraction by metal carbonyl anions (Ref. 28). Investigations have in 
addition been carried out on the insertion of aldehydes into the Co-H bond (Ref. 29) , the metathetical 
exchange reactions between CpzLYR (R=H,CH3) and H2 or CH4 (Ref30 ) as well as the insertion (Ref. 31 ) of 
olefm into the Lu-R bond (R=H,CH3) . The optimization of transition states structures by DlT has been 
discussed in Ref. 32. 
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